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ness. The most striking example of this effect is afforded by a mixture of red and green, which gives a strong yellow effect, although the sum of the two sensations is nearly white.

The study of mixtures has thus given rise to a system of classifying colors which coincides just nearly enough with that derived from the appearances themselves to be generally confused with it, while it differs from it enough to make such a confusion utterly destructive of clear conceptions of the relationships of color. One of the highest merits of the work of Professor Rood is the avoidance of this confusion; and if, for instance, no distinction is made between complementary colors in the sense of those which, when mixed, give white, and in the sense of those whose sensations sum up to white, it is doubtless because here, as elsewhere in the book, logic and scientific precision have more or less suffered from a determination not to repel indolent minds.

As to the question whether scientific investigation is an aid to artistic production or to artistic judgment, the author seems to assume that it may be. In the preface it is asserted that while knowledge of the laws of color "will not enable people to become artists" it may yet help in artistic work, and still more in the appreciation and criticism of artistic work. Now, whether this is so or not there is no chance to discuss in these columns, but a chapter of Professor Rood's book might well have been devoted to the examination of that question, and we regret to find instead of such examination the whole argument of the last two or three chapters resting upon the assumption of what, we think, ought to have been proved. Should the decorative artist regard or disregard Chevreul's "Laws of Contrast," Hay's "Laws of Harmonious Coloring," and other such tables and treatises? Our author, we think, would say aye to that question, but nearly all artists who are concerned with color would say no; and the more they know of these theories the less, we think, do designers in color respect them. "Red lead with blue-green gives a strong but disagreeable combination; vermilion with blue gives an excellent combination; vermilion with green gives an inferior combination; sea-green with blue gives bad combinations." There are four pages of such statements arranged in a tabular form and credited to Chevreul (in whose book there are a plenty more) and to Brücke, and tending to no result, for the qualifying terms "good, bad, ... strong ... excellent, ... weak" at once overset any claim to scientific accuracy, and no color-designer would try more than once to make practical use of such statements. Our author seems, indeed, to be aware that it is not a scientific method he is following here, for he avows his disagreement with one statement of M. Chevreul, both statement and contradiction being given as mere matters of opinion.

The last chapter is devoted to the use of color in painting and decoration; and in this the evident knowledge and right feeling of the author are made useless by the false system adopted—the system of deriving from assumed principles to results, instead of comparing results together with the view of establishing principles. Many of the assertions as to the difference between "painting," as in pictures representing nature, and decoration; as to the difference between transparent color, as in stained glass, and opaque color seen by reflected light; as to the proper aim and limits of decoration; and as to the proper order of artistic study, will wholly fail to command the adhesion or even the respectful consideration of students of art. And this seems to result wholly from the unfortunate assumption spoken of above—the assumption that the scientific method can be carried beyond the discovery of fact to the laying down of positive laws for practice. "The aims of painting and of decorative art are quite divergent" (p. 306). No, but convergent; for, starting from different points, as the author truly says, they reach one and the same result. The objects of the painter of pictures and that of the decorative painter are different; but with different aims they reach the same result, and in all the best work there is in the world there is no saying whether the "painter" or the decorator has been at work.
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NOTES

CSP. Identification: Haskell. Index to The Nation. See also: Burks. Bibliography: List of Articles.

The current number of the American Journal of Mathematics, which is published under the auspices of the Johns Hopkins University, contains an account of a fundamentally new phenomenon in electricity, not explicable by anything hitherto known. The definition of the new action is not yet certainly made out; but it appears to be that if we say that the direction of a galvanic current is from the negative to the positive pole, then a magnet tends to deflect the current within the conductor in the same direction in which it tends to turn the conductor itself. This fact will be a complete surprise to physicists, and its importance to the theory of electricity can hardly be overestimated. The discoverer is Mr. E. H. Hall, assistant in the Laboratory of Professor Rowland, whose encouragement and assistance the discovery was in a large measure due. It may justly be said that no discovery equally fundamental has been made within the last fifty years. Discoveries so novel have usually been in some degree the result of accident; but in this case elaborate and very delicate experiments were undertaken to ascertain whether or not any such phenomenon could be observed. The new force is exceedingly feeble, so that we cannot predict any practical applications for it.

The same number of the Journal contains several other important papers, including three by the celebrated algebraist Sylvester. All of these afford salient examples "of the importance of the part played by the faculty of observation in the discovery of pure mathematical laws." There has been, perhaps, no other great mathematician in whose works this is so continually illustrated as in those of Professor Sylvester. An example of a mathematical proposition known to be true in many years before any one succeeded in producing a demonstration of it, is the familiar fact that on any possible map, however complicated, the different countries may be distinguished from those which adjoin them by painting them in only four different colors. This has been known for a long time, but the first